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Relaxation of an optically created phonon void in dilute ruby

P. A. van Walree, A. F. M. Arts, and H. W. de Wijn
Faculty of Physics and Astronomy, and Debye Institute, Utrecht University, P.O. Box 80.000, 3508 TA Utrecht, The Netherla

~Received 28 December 2000; published 3 October 2001!

A local frequency-selective depletion of phonons is created in dilute ruby at 1.8 K by optical pumping into
the Zeeman-split metastableĒ~2E! doublet. This phonon ‘‘void,’’ which is in dynamic balance with the spin
system, is observed to recover to thermal equilibrium by an inward flow of phonons supplied from regions
beyond the void, and ultimately from the helium bath. Coupled rate equations of the level populations in the
void as well as the phonon density throughout the crystal account for these effects. In particular, a quartic
frequency dependence of the rate for phonon transport across the crystal boundary is found, in accordance with
diffuse surface scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to show that a phonon ‘‘void
i.e., a local depletion of phonons, can be created by opt
pumping of a suitable ensemble of two-level centers, and
show how such a phonon void evolves with time as it fi
with phonons moving in from the remainder of the cryst
The paper thus adds another element to the long-stan
problem of the phonon bottleneck,1 and, as the phonons u
timately have to be replenished from the helium bath,
problem of the acoustic boundary resistance.2

The phonon void has been realized by taking advantag
the metastable optically excitedĒ~2E! Kramers doublet of
Cr31 ions in ruby (Al2O3 :Cr31) at cryogenic temperatures3

When split in a magnetic field, theĒ~2E! doublet allows
preferential population into its lower component (mS52 1

2 ;
henceforth denoted byE2) by selective pulsed optica
pumping out of the4A2 ground multiplet. As an efficien
one-phonon transition connectsE2 to the upperĒ~2E! com-
ponent (mS51 1

2 ; E1), the Cr31 spin system immediately
starts to absorb resonant phonons so as to strive for
Boltzmann distributionN1/N25exp(2hn/kBT0) associated
with the crystal temperatureT0 ; N6 denote the population
densities of the levels, andhn is the Zeeman splitting. The
process of phonon absorption may conveniently be follow
via the Zeeman components of theR1 luminescence return
ing Ē~2E! to 4A2.4

In case the excitation density is low, ample phonons
available. The situation gains interest, however, when
initial population density residing inĒ~2E!, N* , is raised to
such a level that the heat capacity of the spins marke
outweighs the heat capacity of the resonant lattice mode
a simplified description, phonons are then absorbed until
spins and the phonons available near the optically pum
volume reach a common temperature substantially belowT0.
In other terms, a phonon void is created. If a volumeV is
excited, the net number of one-phonon transitions neede
equilibrate the spins with the lattice amounts toNtr
5N* p0V/(2p011), in which p05@exp(hn/kBT0)21#21 is
the equilibrium phonon occupation number. In comparis
the number of thermal phonons resonant with the spins o
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adds up toNph5rDnp0V, with r the density of phonon
modes per unit frequency, andDn'55 MHz ~Ref. 3! the
width of the transition. In the Debye approximation,r
54pn2/v3 for each direction of polarization, withv the ve-
locity of sound. For the two transverse acoustic branchev
56.4 km/s.5 Taking, as a case in point,n560 GHz and
T051.8 K, we findNtr /Nph;400 already for excitation den
sities as moderate asN* ;1022 m23.

After the void has been created, therefore, phonons m
be furnished from the remainder of the crystal and ultimat
from the helium bath surrounding the crystal in order to
tablish thermal equilibrium. At the frequencies consider
the thermal resistance of the crystal boundaries is still s
stantial, which results in a notable slowing down. In order
study the flow of phonons moving toward the void, the ph
non density is followed not only in the void, but in additio
in a probe volume positioned at some distance toward
crystal boundary. An accurate analysis~Sec. III! should, of
course, include the spin-lattice relaxation time as well as
times characteristic for the transport of phonons through
bulk and the passage of phonons across the crystal boun

II. EXPERIMENTS

All measurements were performed on a cuboid
Czochralski-grown ruby crystal, having a volume of 40 mm3

and a Cr31 concentration of 500 at. ppm. Thec axis is par-
allel to two of its faces and at an angleu565° with the
magnetic field. To achieve optical pumping of the Cr31 sus-
taining the phonon void, a 693-nm light pulse of 8-ns du
tion, resonant with the4A2 , mS52 3

2 →E2 component of
the R1 optical transition, ran parallel to the crystal edg
transverse to the field. The pulse was delivered at a rat
about 50 Hz by a dye laser, driven by a frequency-doub
Nd:YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser. The laser beam
was focused down to a pencil 0.3 mm in diameter. The pu
energies ranged up to 0.5 mJ, which is a compromise
tween strong optical pumping and avoiding damage to
crystal. The crystal was cooled to 1.8 K, at which tempe
ture relaxation processes connectingE1 and E2 other than
by one-phonon transitions have died out.

The phonon occupation was followed in the void as w
as the probe volume via optically excited Cr31 ions acting as
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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luminescent detectors.4 The luminescent intensity emanatin
from E1 scales withN1, which in turn is a measure for th
phonon occupation numberp. In the void, metastable Cr31

ions are abundantly available as a result of the pulsed d
laser excitation. To prepare the probe volume, the beam
second frequency-doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser was
through the sample in parallel with the primary pump be
and focused to a similar waist. Note that phonons of a p
ticular frequency are resonant with theĒ~2E! doublet in
small portions of the laser-excited pencils only, the rema
der being out of resonance because of a finite resona
length, even in the absence of gradients in the magn
field.6 The horizontally oriented pencils were imaged on t
vertical entrance slit of the spectrometer detecting theR1
luminescence. The net void and probe volumes viewed,
cated in the bulk of the crystal, were thus confined to cyl
ders about 0.3 mm in diameter and 50mm in length.

At the wavelength of the probe laser beam~532 nm!, light
absorption ends in the broad4T2 absorption band. After fas
nonradiative multiphonon decay toĒ~2E!, in part via the
2Ā(2E) doublet, the population ratioN1/N2 is left at a non-
thermal value as a result of spin memory, the partial pre
vation of the net spin of the4A2 ground multiplet during the
optical pumping cycle.7,8 Before the excited Cr31 ions are
suited to act as phonon detectors, therefore, they mus
given sufficient time to achieve thermal equilibrium with
Ē~2E!, i.e., a few milliseconds at the lowest frequencies.
the other hand, their population densities should not su
too much from the radiative decay on the longer time sc
tR'4 ms. A fair compromise is firing the probe pulse 4 m
in advance of the pulse pumping the void. This time de
also ensures removal of the nonequilibrium phonons ge
ated in the course of the decays4T2→2E and 2Ā(2E)
→Ē~2E!.

The E1 luminescence was monitored by the use o
0.85-m double-grating spectrometer followed by a coo
photomultiplier, photon-counting techniques, and cumulat
recording. The spectrometer was tuned to theE1→4A2 ,
mS51 1

2 Zeeman component, chosen for its weak reabso
tion. As for the detection ofN1 in the probe volume, the
effects of the phonon void were separated out by measu
the luminescent intensity in the presence (I a) and in the ab-
sence (I b) of a void N* . In addition, the stray luminescenc
(I c) originating from the phonon void at the probe site w
determined by blocking the probe laser beam while leav
the dye laser switched on. The quantity of intere
Nprobe

1 /Nprobe,0
1 , i.e., Nprobe

1 in relation to its thermal value, is
then found from (I a2I c)/I b . For sufficient luminescent in
tensity, the probeN* needed to be of order 10% of the vo
N* . It was verified that such a probe population has
marked effect on the void dynamics by a comparis
of the void luminescence in the presence and absence
probeN* .

III. MODEL

To describe the phonon dynamics following the sudd
creation of zero-temperature spin doublets and the ens
establishment of a phonon void, we segment the crystal
17430
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shells of equal thickness, and examine the phonon dens
and level populations in these shells as they evolve w
time. As the phonon void is a relatively small volume locat
in the bulk of the crystal, these shells are centered about
void and congruent with the crystal. The free surface of
outermost shell accordingly coincides with the crystal s
face. A few of the innermost shells represent the void volu
as it is confined by the laser-pumped pencil and the fin
resonant length of the phonons with theĒ~2E! doublet.6 The
remaining shells fill the rest of the crystal, one of these sh
representing the probe volume by assignment of a non
turbing spin population.

The actual calculations are greatly simplified by avera
ing over each individual shell. In particular, we introdu
average phonon occupation numberspi , with i 51, . . . ,M
enumerating the shells, as well as averageĒ~2E! population
densitiesNi

1 andNi
2 . The approximation is not expected t

detract from the essential physics, because the shells re
in compliance with the topology of void and crystal. How
ever, it has the considerable advantage of casting the p
lem in the form of a limited set of coupled differential equ
tions.

To further shape the model, we consider, for each in
vidual shell, the rate equations forpi , Ni

1 , andNi
2 . These

equations read

dpi

dt
5

~pi11!Ni
12piNi

2

rDnT1
1G i 21→ i~pi 212pi !

1G i 11→ i~pi 112pi !, ~1!

dNi
1

dt
5

piNi
22~pi11!Ni

1

T1
2

Ni
1

tR
, ~2!

dNi
2

dt
5

~pi11!Ni
12piNi

2

T1
2

Ni
2

tR
. ~3!

Equation~1! as shown applies to shellsi 52, . . . ,M21. For
the central shell (i 51) the second term in Eq.~1! should be
omitted, while Eq.~7! below holds fori 5M . Ni

1 andNi
2 are

nonzero only in the void and probe shells. The spin-latt
relaxation timeT1 is in the customary way defined from th
point of view of the spins, which are resonant withrDn
phonon modes. TheĒ~2E! state is furthermore subject to a
overall slow decay back to4A2 on the time scaletR . As for
the initial conditions,pi5p0 for all i, and N150 andN2

5N* in the void shells, whereas in the probe shellN1 and
N2 start out in thermal equilibrium.

At the relevant temperatures and frequencies phon
propagate virtually ballistically, unhindered by scattering
Cr31 centers9,10 and anharmonic processes.11 Ballistic trans-
port through consecutive shells is incorporated into Eq.~1!
through the differencespi 212pi and pi 112pi of pi with
adjoining shells. The associated ratesG i 21→ i and G i 11→ i
must satisfy energy conservation with due allowance for
shell volumes. Denoting the latter byVi , we have for the
passage of phonons from shelli to i 11 and vice versa

ViG i 11→ i5Vi 11G i→ i 11 . ~4!
1-2
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To comply with this condition, we define

G i→ i 1152Vi /~Vi1Vi 11!t1 , ~5!

G i 11→ i52Vi 11 /~Vi1Vi 11!t1 , ~6!

wheret1 is the time characteristic for the predominantly b
listic phonon migration from one shell to the next far aw
from the void. We furthermore haveVi5(4p/3)@ i 32( i
21)3#(Dr )3, with Dr the average shell thickness. Note th
t1 as defined scales withDr , and that departures ofG i 21→ i

andG i 11→ i from t1
21 are strongest near the void.

The outermost shell (i 5M ) is assumed to be in contac
with the second last shell and the helium bath held at te
peratureT0. That is,

dpM

dt
5GM21→M~pM212pM !1

p02pM

t2
. ~7!

A net inward flow of phonons is thus established in the ev
the phonon occupation within the crystal drops out of th
mal equilibrium as a result of replenishment of the void.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first demonstrate the creation of a phonon void
comparing, in Fig. 1, the development with time ofN1 at
vanishing and substantial initialE2 populationsN* . The
phonon frequency is 87 GHz. Preferring, for the moment,
approximate analytical discussion over the numerical an
sis below, we consider a set of three rate equations forp, N1,
andN2 local to the void. The equations are similar to Eq
~1!–~3!, except that replenishment ofp from neighboring re-
gions is incorporated through an effective term (p2p0)/t,
with t the typical time needed for replenishment. For va
ishing N* , we then find

N1~ t !

N*
5

p0

2p011
~12e2(2p011)t/T1!e2t/tR, ~8!

FIG. 1. The development ofN1 vs the time after selective
pulsed excitation intoE2 for B56.00 T atu565°, corresponding
to n587 GHz andT1544 ms. For small initialN* , spin relax-
ation does not significantly disturb the phonon density. The
curve represents Eq.~8!. For a substantialN* , however, a phonon
void develops, and slower spin relaxation is observed.
17430
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as anticipated independent oft. TheE1 populationN1 thus
tends toward its thermal equilibrium valuep0 /(2p011)
50.090 on the time scaleT1 /(2p011) until return to 4A2
takes over. For the case in point we haveT1544 ms,12,13

consistent with the experiment. For an initialN*
'1023 m23, on the other hand, so many phonons are nee
to establish thermal equilibrium that the local phonon dens
readily becomes exhausted and the growth ofN1 is slowed
down. Again resorting to the rate equations forp, N1, and
N2, we find thatĒ~2E! now equilibrates with the elongate
time constantT1* 5T11(N22N1)t/rDn. Note thatT1* is
time dependent. Initially,T1* 'N* t/rDn, but T1* →T1 as
Ē~2E! equilibrates toward longer times. Indeed,T1*
;0.3 ms on average for a typicalt;1 ms.

A. Dependence on the frequency

Luminescence experiments measuringN1 versus the time
in the void as well as the probe volume were performed fo
series of phonon frequencies ranging from 37.8 to 81.9 G
as selected via the external magnetic field. Figure 2 sh
the time dependence ofN1 integrated over the phonon void
where the abscissa is cut short at 2 ms becausetR extends
over a range of values~4–6 ms! dependent onN* and the
geometry. The associated change ofNprobe

1 in the probe vol-

ll

FIG. 2. The growth ofN1 in the phonon void following pulsed
optical pumping ofN* ;1023 m23 into E2 at various phonon fre-
quencies, as indicated. Relevant parameters are specified in Ta
below. The solid curves correspond to the average ofN1/N*
weighted over the six void shells, as calculated from the model.
comparison, the development ofN1 for vanishingN* , Eq. ~8!, is
given as the dashed curves.
1-3
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ume is shown in Fig. 3, where, as set forth in Sec. II,
effects of radiative decay are eliminated by normalizing e
data point to the current thermal valueNprobe,0

1 . Nevertheless,
the data in Fig. 3 suffer from a larger error because they w
taken at a much lowerN* .

To fit the model of Sec. III to the data in Figs. 2 and 3, w
numerically evaluate Eqs.~1!–~7!, adjusting the initial void
N* as well as the timest1 and t2 until satisfactory fits are
achieved. Here, the average ‘‘radius’’ of the outer shell is
at R52.1 mm so as to match the crystal volume. A total
M550 shells, each having a thicknessDr 50.042 mm, then
ensure sufficiently fine spacing. The void is estimated to
cupy a volume of 5310211 m3 from the resonant length
L50.7 mm along the laser beam6 in conjunction with the
0.3-mm beam diameter. In proportion, the six central sh
then represent the void. With regard to Fig. 3, the devel
ment with time ofNprobe

1 at vanishingN* was calculated for
a limited number of distant shells in keeping with the d
tance between the probe and pump laser beams. Out o
theoretical curves forNprobe

1 /Nprobe,0
1 so obtained, the one

having i probe;16 yield the best fits displayed in Fig. 3.
It is instructive at this point to consider the time sca

governing the variouspi . These arerDnT1 /Ni
6 associated

with the one-phonon transitions, andt1 and t2 needed for
migration. For our range of frequencies andN* , all these
times are several orders of magnitude smaller thanT1 ~see

FIG. 3. The effect of the phonon void onN1 in the probe
region, normalized to its thermal value at 1.8 K. The eight fram
correspond to the eight frames in Fig. 2. The establishmen
a phonon void att50 leads to a transient decrease of t
spin temperature beyond the void. The solid curves represen
model.
17430
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Table I!. The pi , therefore, continually adjust themselves
the level populationsN6 as the latter evolve with time. How
ever,t2 weighs in the probepi more heavily than in the void
pi , allowing t1 andt2 to be unraveled.

The results forN* and t2 are tabulated in Table I along
with other relevant parameters. The dye-laser pulse en
was kept more or less constant from one frequency to
next, which is reflected in the near constancy of the fit
N* . It is noted that the initialN1 observed in Fig. 2 at the
lower energies stems from parasitic optical excitation o
4A2→E1 as a result of the finite bandwidth of the dye las
This initial N1 has been taken into account in the full curv
in Fig. 2, and, for a fair comparison with the relaxation in t
absence of a void, in the dashed curves calculated from
~8!.

The third fitting parametert1 , associated with phonon
transport from one shell to the next, was found to bet1
5(2.160.2)31028 s, essentially independent of the fre
quency in accordance with ballistic transport. Convertingt1
to an effective velocity throughveff5Dr /t1, we arrive at
veff5261 km/s for all frequencies examined, the error i
clusive of the substantial uncertainties associated with a
aging Dr over the shell. The reduced numerical value
veff can be largely reconciled with the velocityv
56.4 km/s of transverse acoustic phonons in Al2O3 ~Ref. 5!
upon noting that the average velocity of ballistic phono
leaving the crystal surface equals half the forward veloc
when averaged over all possible directions. Also note t
transverse phonons carry over 90% of the acoustic ener

The most interesting observation from Table I is thatt2
decreases steeply with increasing frequency, approxima
as n24. As in the relevant frequency regime the phon
wavelengthl is on the order of the surface roughnessd (l
'100 nm atn560 GHz), phonons incident on the cryst
boundaries experience strong diffuse scattering, and as
sult are converted into acoustic surface, or Rayleigh, wav2

These waves, in turn, are scattered to phonons at either
of the boundary by defects in the adsorbed helium overla

s
of

he

TABLE I. The parametersB, n, T1, and p0 pertaining to the
eight plots in Figs. 2 and 3. The quantitiesN* and t2 result from
fits of the model, as doest15(2.160.2)31028 s.

B n a T1
b p0 N* t2

~T! ~GHz! ~ms! ~1023 m23) (ms!

2.61 37.8 2.83 0.57 1.8 14
3.04 44.1 1.32 0.45 1.6 5
3.48 50.4 0.67 0.35 1.0 3
3.91 56.7 0.38 0.28 1.2 2
4.35 63.0 0.22 0.23 1.1 1
4.78 69.3 0.138 0.19 1.2 0.7
5.21 75.6 0.089 0.15 1.2 &0.5
5.65 81.9 0.060 0.13 1.3 &0.3

ahn5(gi
2 cos2u1g'

2 sin2u)1/2mBB, with gi52.445 ~Ref. 3!, g'

50.05 @T. Muramoto, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.35, 921 ~1973!#, and u
565°.

bCalculated fromT1
215CB5 sin2u cos3u ~Ref. 12!, with C547

T25 s21 ~Ref. 13!.
1-4
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RELAXATION OF AN OPTICALLY CREATED PHONON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 174301
Theoretical calculations on diffuse surface scattering h
been published by Nakayama.14 He finds that the probability
for diffuse surface scattering suffered by transverse phon
in sapphire is of the order of

Pdif;10213d4n4, ~9!

whered, which characterizes the size of the surface irre
larities, andn are expressed in meters and hertz, respectiv
According to Eq. ~9!, which may be rewritten toPdif
;102(d/l)4 and holds as long asPdif&1, Pdif indeed be-
comes appreciable beyond frequencies of, say, 60 GHz in
case of polished surfaces. To convert the experimentalt2 to
Pdif , we compare it with the time between successive
counters of a particular phonon with the crystal surfa
which we estimate at the timeR/v a phonon on averag
needs to cross the crystal, to arrive at the data points forPdif
plotted double-logarithmically in Fig. 4. The straight line
Fig. 4 represents Eq.~9! with d520 nm, quite a reasonabl
value for a neatly polished ruby crystal.15,16At the frequen-
cies of interest here, diffuse surface scattering in fact p
vides a more effective channel for energy transfer to a
from the helium than does acoustic mismatch, which is
garded to be the limit of an ideal surface.17 If Z1,2 denote the
acoustic impedances, the transmission probability aga
acoustic mismatch amounts to 4Z1Z2 /(Z11Z2)2;0.003.2

When extrapolating the data points in Fig. 4, this value is
reached until below 20 GHz. The quantityd self-evidently is
to some extent uncertain, and so is the absolute value ofPdif .
The agreement of the frequency dependence, however, s
sufficiently convincing to justify the conclusion that diffus
scattering dominates the boundary resistance in the
quency regime considered.

B. Dependence onN*

To further verify the model, we have measured the p
non density in the probe volume versus the time for vario
initial N* of the phonon void. In Fig. 5, the probe populatio
Nprobe

1 , normalized to the thermal valueNprobe,0
1 , is shown

versus the time for six pump pulse energies. The pho
frequency was set to 44.1 GHz, and the distance between
probe and pump laser beams was held fixed. As in Fig. 3,

FIG. 4. The probability for diffuse phonon scattering into Ra
leigh waves versus the phonon frequency. The solid line repres
Eq. ~9!.
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quantity displayed,Nprobe
1 /Nprobe,0

1 , is a measure forp in re-
lation to its thermal valuep050.45, although an intricate
one. Fits of the model of Sec. III to the data, displayed
Fig. 5 as the full curves, generally follow the data within t
uncertainties. In particular, they reproduce the maxim
drop ofNprobe

1 occurring at 1 to 2 ms, depending on the pum
energy. All fits are in compliance withveff5Dr /t1
52 km/s, t254 ms, and i probe512, which leavesN* as
the only parameter varying from one fit to the next. The fitt
N* is found to increase linearly with the energy of the las
pulse creating the phonon void, as it should.

C. Phonon occupation versus the distance

The effects of the void self-evidently decline with increa
ing distance, yet Kapitza resistance limited by diffuse surfa
scattering makes the phonon density fall short of the ther
value even at the crystal surface. This was verified via
probe luminescence at a phonon frequency of 63 GHzB
54.4 T; T150.20 ms) and a high initial voidN* '5
31023 m23. With the pulsed pump beam located close
one face of the crystal, the probe laser beam was step
moved toward the opposite face at 4.5-mm distance.
each position of the probe, the phonon density was de
mined by measuring, quite similarly to Fig. 3, the quant
Nprobe

1 /Nprobe,0
1 , and extracting the minimump reached by use

of the model. The results are given in Fig. 6 in relation top0.
The effect of the phonon void is indeed found to decre

with increasing distance. Near the surface, however, the
turbance inp remains considerable, not dropping belo
0.20p0. The full curve in Fig. 6 quantifies these findings. It
calculated from Eqs.~1!–~7!, where at2 of a few microsec-
onds in balance with the inward phonon flow is needed
account for the drop inp at the crystal surface. Again, there
fore, the model of Sec. III adequately describes the exp
ment. Values fort2 of the order of microseconds have be
interpreted above in terms of diffusive scattering into Ra
leigh waves.

ts

FIG. 5. The probeN1 normalized to its thermal value versus th
time for six different pump pulse energies, as indicated. The pho
frequency is 44.1 GHz. The solid curves represent the model.
1-5
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Phonons resonant with a suitable metastable two-le
system have suddenly been depleted in a confined volum
appropriate pulsed optical pumping. The ensuing recover
this void by migration of distant phonons has subseque
been observed by the use of luminescence techniques,
in the volume itself and in a probe volume located at so
distance. Position dependent rate equations adequately
scribe the experiments. The effective transport velocity w
found to be independent of the phonon frequency, wh
confirms the predominantly ballistic nature of the migrati
at cryogenic temperatures.

FIG. 6. The effect of the void on the phonon occupation vs
distance from the center of the void. The phonon frequency is
GHz. Plotted is the minimump reached in the probe volume, no
malized top050.22. The full curve is calculated from Eqs.~1!–~7!.
A sizable departure ofp from p0 is observed just below the crysta
surface because of Kapitza resistance.
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The phonon void is accompanied by a spectral hole re
nant with the one-phonon spin transition in an otherw
Planckian phonon distribution. In the model we have nev
theless ignored changes in the phonon frequency as a me
nism to fill the void. This is justified because at the freque
cies of interest anharmonic processes have time cons
running in the milliseconds at cryogenic temperatures11

much longer than the time needed for replenishment of
void by distant phonons. Similar considerations apply
spectral redistribution at the surface, despite the enhan
anharmonicity.18 Indeed, to the advantage of the prese
model it appeared impossible to achieve a consistent fit w
including anharmonic decay in lieu of exchange with t
helium bath.

The spectral hole implies cooling of the lattice within th
bandwidth of the phonon transition. At the higher freque
cies investigated,p/p0 in fact drops to order 1022 in the core
of the phonon void, corresponding to phonon temperature
0.6 K. If we finally take this finding together with thep
;104 reached in phonon avalanches, such as are launche
profuse pumping intoE1 ,19–21 we see that optical pumping
into the Ē~2E! Kramers doublet in ruby enables establis
ment of phonon occupation numbers spanning up to six
cades. The phonon void, however, is more suited for
study of migration because of the pure incoherence of
phonons involved.
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